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Abstract A simple throughput estimate is proposed for a discrete-time 
slotted ALOHA-system with an explicit error bound of order A the length of 
the time-slot. 

1 Introduction 

Since lts introduction in the early seventies (cf. [1]) the famous ALOHA 
protocol has been widely implemented in computer performance evaluation, 
radio packet switching, satellite communication and data processing (cf. 
[2], [6], [10]). Particularly, with the present-day fast developing techno-
logy of digitized communication, slotted ALOHA has become a Standard. The 
feature of time-slotting, however, introduces the complication of possible 
multiple transmission requests at the same time which in turn leads to col-
lisions. Source interdependencies are hereby created and a Standard birth-
death type analysis so as to conclude a closed product form expression for 
the steady state dlstribution of busy sources is no longer applicable. Ap-
proximate results have therefore been widely investigated (cf. [3], [4], 
[5]). Generally, however, these can still be computationally expensive and 
do not guarantee an a priori error bound of their order of accuracy. 

This paper aims to show that the throughput for a class of slotted ALOHA 
systems can be roughly evaluated by a simple and secure (continuous time) 
product form estimate. Particularly, an explicit error bound will hereby be 
provided which is of order A, the length of a time-slot, provided the in-
tensities per unit of time are of finite order. Though robust this estimate 
may be practical for quick engineering purposes so as to obtain: 

(i) A first indication of the order of magnitude. 
(ii) Quick qualitative or quantitative insights. 

The prooftechnique, based on inductive Markov reward arguments, is of inte
rest in itself and seems promising for further extension to more complicat-
ed communication architectures such as to evaluate carrier-sense-multiple-
access schemes (e.g. [7], [11]), or to study the effect of propagation 
delays (cf. [8]). 

2 Model 

Consider a communication system consisting of Z sources that generate 
packets (messages) to be transmitted as follows. The time is slotted in 
time-slots (intervals) of length A. A source is either idle or busy. At the 
end of a time' slot an idle source h generates a packet for transmission 
with probability ph, in which case it becomes busy, while a busy source h 
will attempt to transmit its packet with probability qh. However, as there 
is only one channel for transmission, only one source can transmit at a 
time. With H={hx hn} representing the busy sources a source, an attempt 
of source heH will thus be successful with probability 

M(h|H) = qh n [1-qJ 
{o€H-h} 

(1) 
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When more than one busy source attempt to transmit at the same time, a 
collision arises and all these sources remain idle. More than one source, 
however, can generate at the same time. More precisely, when the system is 
in state H, the probability that at the end of a time slot a set of source 
GcHc will generate a packet simultaneously is given by 

n ph n [ i - P h ] (2) 
heG heHc/G 

Due to the multiple transition and collision feature, the present system 
does not exhibit a simple closed form expression. We therefore aim to pro-
pose and determine the order of accuracy of a simple estimate for the 
throughput. Hereby the values ph and qh must be thought of as being of 
order A, as naturally corresponding to discrete-time analogs of continuous-
time models with bounded intensities. 

2.2 Estimate 

Throughout let 

H = (hj h,,} 

denote the state in which sources hx hn are busy. Let p(H,H') be the 
one-step transition probability for a change from state H into state H' of 
the Markov chain at time points 0,A,2A Clearly, this chain is irredu-
cible at the finite set of states S={H|H={h1 , . . . .h,,} , n<M) so that a unique 
steady state distribution n(.) exists (e.g. [12]). Now let Q such that 

Then as the steady state distribution 7r(.) is uniquely determined (up to 
normalization) by the global balance equations 

»<H)ZH-« P(H.H') - ZH^H *(H') P(H'.H), (4) 

where the transition from H into itself is deleted as it would contribute 
equally to both the left and right hand side, it also represent the steady 
state distribution of the Markov chain at S with one-step transition proba-
bilities defined by 

Pl(H,H) - 1 - £H'#H p(H,H')/Q 
(5) 

Pl(H,H') - p(H,H')/Q (HVH) 

More precisely, with n1(.) its steady-state distribution we thus have 
7r(.)=jr1(.) at S. Now consider a Markov chain at S with one-step transition 
probabilities > 

p2(H,H) = 1 - £h
Z
=1 [Ph+qh]/Q 

p2(H,H+h) - ph/Q (h^H) 

p2(H,H-h) = qh/Q (heH) 

p2(H,H') = 0 otherwise (g\ 
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Then by Standard birth-death arguments one directiy verifies the steady 
state distribution nz(•)> with c a normalizing constant, given by 

TT2(H) - c n [Ph/qh] (7) 
h € H 

The value 

s - g2 - In *2<H> tZh6H qhl A"x (8) 

can thus be easily computed and proposed as an estimate for 

g - Ei " In M " ) [L6„ M(h|H)] A-i (9) 

which represents the throughput, that is the mean number of successful 
transmissions per unit of time, of the original system. Clearly this esti
mate can be very robust but in what follows we will show that its accuracy 
is of order A provided the probabilities ph and qh are of order A. Roughly 
speaking that is, provided these probabilities correspond to finite 
intensities per unit of time. 

Remark 1 The scaling by a fnctor Q corresponds to the Standard so-called 
uniformization technique (cf. [12], p.110) for continuous-time Markov 
chains. Here it is used to make the original and approximate model compa
tible while the approximate model is to be introduced as a Markov chain, 
i.e. with £H- p(H,H*)-l. 

2.3 Error Bound 

Let 

>h ~ Ph/A 

A*h = q h /A 

L . maxh *h 

M = maxh /*h 

(10) 

so that ph and qh can be seen as approximate probabilities in time A for a 
continuous-time model with intensities Xh and fih. Then, by Standard Markov 
reward theory (e.g. [9], [12)) and letting 0 represent the state without 
busy sources, we have: 

e- A_1 "V-ïi v" <0> 

g - A-i l i m j ^ g V„ (0) 

where t h e f u n c t i o n s V „ ( . ) and V N ( . ) a t S f o r a l l N>0 a r e d e f i n e d b y : 

v n + i < » ) - Ih-EH P i ( H . H - h ) + Ya- P i ( H . H ' ) V n ( H ' ) 
(12 ) 

v n + i ( » ) - L,€H P2<H.H-li) + ZH- P 2 ( H , H ' ) V n ( H ' ) 
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In order to compare the simple estimate g and the measure of interest g, 
the following iemma will be crucial. It provides bounds for so-called bias-
terms uniformly in n. 

Lemma 1 For all n>0 and H+heS: 

0 < Vn(H+h') - Vn(H) < 1 (13) 

Proof The proof will follow by induction to n. Clearly, it holds for n-0 
as V0(.)=0. Now assume that it holds for n<m. Then by (12): 

VB+1(H+h) - VB+1(H) 

- U L G H q* + qhl Q"1 

LeH q* Q"1 VB(H-a-«-h) + L*H + h Pa Q
_1 Vm(H+a+h) + 

qh Q -1 vB(H) + [i - L 6 H + h q« Q-1 - L « H + h P* Q"1] vm(H+h)} 

(2a6H qaQ"i + Sa6H qaQ-i VB(H-a) + q^"
1 V. (H) + 

S««H+h PaQ"
1 Vm(H.a) + phQ-i VB(H+h) + 

[1 " ̂ H + hlaQ"1 'f 2«*H+h PaQ'' ]Vm (H) } 

qhQ"1 + 

2„eH qaQ-MVm(H-alh) - Vn(H-a)] + 

2«<H+h P«Q-
l[VB(H+a+h) - Vm(H+a)] + 

qhQ'M^CH) - VB(H)] + phQ-Mvm(H+h) - Vm(H+h)] + 

[1 " SaeH + h q^"
1 - S0„1 + h pttQ-M[vm(H+h) - vm(H)] (14) 

where it is noted that the fourth and fifth term in the right hand side are 
equal to 0 but kept in for arguing below. By substituting the induction 
hypothesis Vm jJH-Mi) -Vm (H)>0 for all H and h, we directly conclude: 
Vm+i(H+h)-Vm+1(H)>0. To estimate the right-hand side of (14) from above, 
now note that its fourth term is equal to 0 while its coëfficiënt is 
exactly equal to the first additional nonnegative term qhQ

_1. By also 
recalling (3) and substituting the induction hypothesis Vm(H+h)-Vm(H)<1 
for all H and h, we condlude: Vm+1(H+h)-Vm+1(H)<1. The induction 
completes the proof. D 

The following theorem cnn now be proven. It provides an explicit error 
bound for the accuracy of the simple estimate g for the throughput g of 
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the original system. 

Theorem With 

B = s£=1 d) Ak [max(L,M)]k - 0(A) 

we have (15) 

|g-g| < [2ZM + 2 ^ a A" L« (*)]B 

Proof Frora (12) we conclude for all n>0: 

(VB+i " Vn+1)(H) = 

Zh6H[Pi(H.H-h) - p2(H,H-h)] + 

ZH.[PI(H,H') - p2(H,H')] Vn(H') + XH.p1<H,H')[Vn(H')-Vn<H')] (16) 

By (1). (3), (4), (8) and Standard calculus we obtain: 

IZheH [p1(H,H-h)-p2(H,H-h)]| = 

IXheH %A( n [l-/i«A] - 1}Q-1| < 
a e H - h 

AQ_1(EheHMh) ïï-i O AkMk < AZMQ-i g.i(k)A*Mk (17) 

i 

Using that both p1(.,H') and p2(.,H') for all H' sum up to 1, and recalling 

the multiple transitions as per (2), we similarly conclude: 

|X„, [Pl(H,H') - p2(H,H')] Vn(H»)| -

|£H, [Pl(H,H') - p2(H,H')] [Vn(H') - Vn(H)]| < 

AZMQ-i [ g . j ( J ) AkMM {max h H | V n ( H - h ) - V n ( H ) | } + 

%ml A« C) L- [Zk
Z

=1 (l) Ak LMQ-i {max , h 
1 a 

| V n ( H + h 1 + . . . + h a ) - V n ( H ) | ) (18) 
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From the lemma above and with 

5 - 2A ZM B + Ĵ -i « A« La («)B 

we thus conclude from (16), (17) and (18) that for all H and N>0: 

maxH |(VN - VN)(H)| < SQ"
 1 + maxH | (VH_ 1 -VH_i) (H) | < ... < «NQ"

1 (19) 

where the latter relation follows by iteration for n - N-1,...,0 and the 
fact that V0(.)=0. Application of (11) now completes the proof. D 

Remark 2 Note that the scaling factor Q does not appear in (15). It has 
mereiy been used to compare the original model with an approximate model in 
a convenient way, i.e. by Markov reward arguments. 

Remark 3 Clearly, the error bound (15) primarily relies upon the order of 
magnitude of thé values L and M, or more precisely Ah and /zh . Roughly 
speaking, these values represent the packet scheduling and transmission 
intensities normalized per unit of time. These values seem realistic to be 
of finite order in various typical present day applications. 
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